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DESERT’S SOUVENIR
with CORN PO4 PH“B”

“Formulated and developed by AZELIS (Formulation reference: 1913.05)”
#Environmentallyfriendly #Waterless #Mobile
Nomadic and formulated without water, this pallet is the ideal product for an eco-responsible shower,
the dose being judiciously adapted to a single use. In its reusable bottle, add hot water and the pallet
will instantly release a creamy, soft and fragrant foam, ideal after a day of hiking and backpacking.
Tips for use:
Fill the au bottle to ¾nwith hot water, and add one pallet. Wait 3 minutes for it to dissolve, close the
bottle and shake if necessary to finish the solubilization. Activate the pump and enjoy the soft and
creamy foam!
Formula containing more than 93% ingredients with natural origin (according to ISO16128)
Phase

Raw material

A
A
A
A
A
B
B

Hostapon SCI 85P
Hostapon TPHC
Bicarbonate de Sodium
Acide Citrique
CORN PO4 PH “B”
DUB SOGREEN
Nipaguard® SCE

B

PARFUM Dragonfruit
2013381

INCI
SODIUM COCOYL ISETHIONATE
SODIUM METHYL OLEOYL TAURATE
SODIUM BICARBONATE
CITRIC ACID
DISTARCH PHOSPHATE
ETHYL OLIVATE (AND) TRIHEPTANOIN
SORBITAN CAPRYLATE, PROPANEDIOL,
BENZOIC ACID
PARFUM (FRAGRANCE)

%w/w
32,00
5,50
30,00
15,00
12,00
3,00
1,50

Supplier

AGRANA

1,00

Process
1- Weigh and prepare phase A, mix under a stirring system suitable for powders and under a hood.
2- Prepare phase B. Add phase B drop by drop. Homogenize.

Specifications
pH
[6,5-7,0] in the mixture
Viscosity
Not applicable
Stability
Stable for 3 months (4°C, RT, 40°C)

This formulation is indicative only and no responsibility whatsoever will be assumed. This formulation is offered solely for your consideration, investigation and verification. It is your
responsibility to thoroughly test any formulations before use. All those who use our formulations as well as those who process AGRANA Starches are themselves entirely responsible
for the adherence to prevailing statutory regulations and the observance of patent rights as well as other protective rights for other companies. AGRANA does not assure any liability
with respect to the composition of the formulation or the use in products.
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